WHERE TECH MEETS CONTENTS. AND CONTENTS MEET TECH.
TECH & CONTENTS

The 4K Summit is the main international meeting of professionals from the Ultra High Definition industry, both in the technology and audiovisual content sectors.

Video review:

https://vimeo.com/300752402
4K SUMMIT 2018
IN FIGURES

Up to 20 countries were represented by companies, professionals and attendees, including the United States, Japan, Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, Switzerland, and Turkey.
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AUDITORIUM, DEMO AND WORKSHOP AREAS

The 4K Summit integrates several areas in which there is also continuous activity. In addition to the Auditorium, where the conferences, panel sessions and screenings are held, the 4K Summit has a demo and workshop area, where the sponsors present their best solutions and strengthen networking and B2B relations.
MEDIA IMPACT

Months before the 4K Summit our Media Partners and Community Management team are beginning to echo the celebration of this international meeting.

**International Media Partners:**

- RAPID TV NEWS
- COLORIZE MEDIA
- IHS MARKIT

**National Media Partners:**

- PANORAMA AUDIOVISUAL
- AUDIOVISUAL451
- TVE
- CANAL SUR

**Other outstanding media that have echoed the 4K Summit:**

- EUROPA PRESS
- AGENCIA EFE
- COPE
- LA VANGUARDIA
- EL MUNDO
- EL CONFIDENCIAL
- CINCO DÍAS
- EL PERÓDICO
- MÁLAGA HOY
- DIARIO SUR
- EL INDEPENDIENTE
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DIGITAL SOCIAL MEDIA

During the whole year we feed the official website www.4ksummit.com and develop a complete strategy in Social Networks:

4KSummit has profiles on the following social networks:

✓ Twitter
✓ Facebook
✓ LinkedIn

In which we have a publication frequency of 4 daily publications per profile.

We also use our two Medina Media profiles: Medina Media and Medina Media Consulting (Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn) to support our 4Ksummit publications.

With a publication frequency of 1 day for each profile.

In addition, we manage a professional community in two distinct LinkedIn groups:

✓ 4KSpain: 214 members
✓ 4K-HDR Summit: 125 members
Our newsletter is sent in English and Spanish to 976 total subscribers distributed in 5 lists:

- 4K National List: 554 subscribers
- 4k National 2018 List: 36 subscribers
- 4k International List: 251 subscribers
- 4k International 2018 List: 44 subscribers
- Media List: 91 subscribers

Since September 5, 2018 we have sent 22 Newsletter in which we have reported on all the news of the 4K Summit, giving special relevance to Sponsors, Speakers and contents of the event.
The 4K Summit 2017 was broadcast LIVE in 4K HDR via satellite and was received by all HISPASAT channel customers worldwide, something unique in this kind of event.

Huí Broadcast played an important role with its new mobile production and transmission unit 4K-12G and its Panasonic cameras equipped with Fujinon lenses for 4K.
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